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lRAS l6253-2429. the source ofthe
	
Nebula seen iu Spitzer lBAC i mages, is an
very low	 Class  protostar in the nearby rho Ophiuchi cloxud
We present \/LA ammonia mapping observations of the dense gas envelope feeding the
central core accreting system. We find a flattened enve lope perpendicular to the outflow axis,
and gas cavities that appear to cradle the outflow lobes as though carved out by the flow and
associated (apyarcot|ypncccsaiog) jet. Based nothe NH3 (|`|) and (2,2) conimaino
distribution, we derive the mass, velocity fields and temperature distribution for the
envelope. We discuss the combined evidence for this source as possibly one of the youngest
and lowest mass sources in formation yet known.
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